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QJ MARTIN 

The beginning of the new year has finally 
arrived, and with it come all sorts of 
exciting new changes. It’s a new month, a 
new year, and a new decade.  

Promises will be made. Diets will be 
started. Gym memberships will be opened. 
Diets will be blown. Gym memberships will 
be cancelled. 

Apart from all the obvious things that come 
with this segue into January, I think it’s safe 
to say that for many of you, the new month 
marks another milestone: an entire thirty 
days respite from your NaNoWriMo novel. 
What better opportunity to begin the 
arduous journey of editing your manuscript 
to perfection? 

The Writer’s Everything is currently being 
released as a free bi-weekly PDF 
download. If you’d like it sent directly to 
your inbox every other Monday, then you 
can go to https://qjmartin.org/newsletter/ 
and sign up there to receive it. Be sure to 
check your junk folder in case the 
newsletter is accidentally filtered out of 
your inbox. 

If you would like to support The Writer’s 
Everything, as well as my other literary 
endeavors, be sure that I will never turn 
down donations. You can pledge your 
patronage at ht tps: / /patreon.com/
qjmartin/. 

Until next time,  

QJ

From The Editor

Download back-issues of 
The Writer’s Everything 
for free right here.

https://qjmartin.org/published-works/back-issues/
https://qjmartin.org/newsletter/
https://patreon.com/qjmartin/
https://patreon.com/qjmartin/
https://qjmartin.org/published-works/back-issues/
https://qjmartin.org/newsletter/
https://patreon.com/qjmartin/
https://patreon.com/qjmartin/
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Developing Your Character 
Basic Information > Location 

QJ MARTIN 

Is he actively trying to move? 
Although many characters may have lofty dreams of living somewhere other than where they 
currently do, not all characters have the motivation or the circumstances to see their dreams 
through to fulfillment. In The Lord of the Rings, Bilbo takes clear, deliberate actions to achieve his 
goal of leaving the Shire behind and going on another adventure. In The Office, Jim Halpert 
refuses to move, even when the circumstances are perfect for him to do so, because he doesn’t want 
to leave Pam. However, when she rejects him, he immediately accepts the new job opportunity he’s 
been offered and moves to Stamford. 

Basic Information > School 

Where does he go to school? 
The location of the building in which a character 
receives his education, as well as its state as 
either a public or a private school, can have 
incredible social implications for the character, 
as well as an effect on what his future prospects 
might be. In Spider-Man, the three main 
characters, Peter, Harry, and MJ, as well as 
secondary characters like Flash Thompson, all 
attend a public school called Midtown High. 

What grade is he in? 
The grade a character is in depends primarily on his age, but can also be affected, for better or 
worse, by the level of his academic success. Students who perform well in school can potentially be 
moved to a higher grade, while those who fail too many classes may be forced to repeat the same 
year of school over again. In The Big Bang Theory, Sheldon Cooper is a genius who was able to 
graduate from high school and begin attending college at the age of eleven. 

How far is the school from his home? 
The distance that a student has to travel to reach his school can affect the story in many different 
ways. Perhaps he usually walks to school, but conditions are unfavorable. Perhaps he usually gets a 
ride to school from a family member, but they are unable to take him, leaving him stranded. 
Perhaps the journey from his house to his school leaves him susceptible to kidnapping or bullying. 
In Super 8, the school that the main characters attend is relatively close by, yet at one point, they 
must hitch a ride from someone to get there in an emergency because the city is being evacuated 
and they’re much farther away from the school than usual.
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Editing—Things To Look Out 
For, Part One 
QJ MARTIN 

You’ve finally done it. You’ve put in the time, the effort, the blood, sweat, and tears. You’ve come out 
on the other side victorious, a first draft in your shaky grasp. Creating an entire novel is a substantial 
undertaking. No doubt by the time you typed “The End” on the last page of your document, you were 
ready to take a break. 

Taking time away from your manuscript, especially after an intense, no holds barred experience like 
the recent National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo), is certainly understandable. In fact, most 
people consider it to be a necessity. There’s something about spending time away from a project that 
allows you to be able to see things objectively, and thus make drastic improvements on your first 
draft. 

The idea of editing, however, is a daunting prospect to many writers. For first-timers, it may seem 
utterly impossible. You know that there is so much to do, but you can’t find a clear indication of 
where to start. So what should you look for when you begin the editing process on your work-in-
progress (WIP)? 

To edit a novel, you need to be able to look at your writing under a microscope to find everything 
wrong with it. At the same time, there are going to be problems you won’t notice until you hold it as 
far away from you as possible and take in the entire story as a whole. 

So let’s break the editing process into two parts. In this issue, we’re going to look at the little things, 
things you discover when looking under that microscope. Then in the next issue, we’re going to look 
at the big picture items that need to be edited. Each is so different, yet so equally important. 

Loose Ends 
The first thing you need to look for when editing a novel is the presence of unresolved issues and plot 
threads. Of course, not every 
problem that your characters 
face has to be satisfactorily 
solved by the end of your story. 
However, unresolved plot 
threads have the potential to 
leave readers wondering why 
they were included in the first 
place. 

For example, in Star Trek Into 
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Darkness, Doctor McCoy is depicted chasing Captain Kirk down and forcing him to have a physical. 
He believes that there’s something wrong with the captain, and the results do little to comfort him. 
We rightly think, because of the emphasis placed on this plot point, that Kirk’s health will factor into 
the story. Unfortunately, it is never mentioned again. 

Maybe you were setting up for some big subplot twist. Maybe your character raised a question that 
you never got around to answering. Whatever the case is, you have one of two options. 

1. You can trim the loose ends out of your manuscript. If it doesn’t go anywhere, and it isn’t essential 
to the plot, then why keep it? Just trim the fat, and your story will be all the better for it. 

2. You can edit the novel to provide a satisfying conclusion to the plot thread in question. Maybe 
your loose end was a genuine mistake. Maybe you really did have the greatest idea in the world, 
and there’s no way you’re going to pass that up now. In that case, you can alter the rest of the 
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Writing Definitions
Active Characters 

Active characters take actions throughout 
the story that help them to reach their 
goals, rather than simply taking a passive 
stance and allowing things to happen to 
them.

Reactive Character 

A reactive character is quite similar to a 
passive character. Rather than being active 
and choosing to take action, they simply 
wait for events to happen that they then 
react to. They have little to no character 
agency.

Purple Prose 

Overly ornate, flowery, and embellished 
language that is generally used in an 
author’s descriptions. The objective is to 
make the writing appear impressive and 
meaningful. In almost all cases, the truth is 
that it achieves the opposite effect.

Prose 

Prose is the written language without any 
metrical structure. Rather than having 
rhythmic structure, as is the case with 
poetry, prose is intended to replicate the 
natural speech we use in our day-to-day 
lives.

Passive Characters 

Passive characters are carried along by 
the plot of the story, only reacting to 
events as they transpire, rather than taking 
actions themselves.

Character Agency 

A character’s ability to make decisions and 
affect the events of the story in meaningful 
and substantials ways.
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novel, inserting new scenes and moments 
that form a trail of breadcrumbs to the 
answer that your readers were waiting for 
the whole time. 

Pacing 
Another thing you can look at when editing 
your novel is pacing. The act of pacing your 
novel is a tricky task which requires a great 
deal of finesse to do well. Although it’s 
something I’m giving attention to in my own 
writing, I’m not going to pretend to be an 
expert on the topic. 

The thing is, though, you can go slow. You 
can go fast. You can have it keep a frantic 
pace. Or you can draw out every detail, every 
set piece, every moment. Between the two, 
you’ll find varied opinions of which option is 
better. The answer, though, is fairly 
straightforward. Your pace should be 
whatever you want it to be. If you lean 
towards slow, detailed, drawn-out scenes, 
then that’s absolutely what you should write. 
If you enjoy keeping a quick, rapid-fire pace, 
then you should definitely keep doing that. 

No one choice is going to win over every 
potential reader, but the thing is, there are 
potential readers for every choice. If you’re 
overly concerned with what you think your 
readers will want, don’t be. Write from your 
heart. Write what feels right to you, and your 
ideal readers will eventually discover you, 
stumble upon you, or have your book 
recommended to them by others. 

The worst thing you can do is write in a style 
other than the one you enjoy working in. In 
that case, your work will become a hassle 
and a chore, and the end result will be 
greatly joyless. 

But once you choose how you want to write, 
then what can you do to maintain your 
pacing? Look for areas of inconsistency. 
Perhaps you’re writing with short, abrupt 
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Writing Concepts
Character Needs 

Over the course of a character arc, it is 
essential for the character to transition from 
their wants to their needs. A character’s wants 
are the generally selfish and self-centered 
things that he believes are required to have a 
fulfilling and happy life. Over the course of 
their story, however, most characters realize 
that the opposite is true. 

The story teaches them a lesson. It helps them 
to learn what it is that will actually give their 
life fulfillment. That insubstantial thing that 
they come to identify is their character’s 
needs. 

Character needs are generally much more 
selfless than character wants. They are noble 
and altruistic. They usually conform to what 
we as a culture consider to be the best 
aspects of our emotional and intellectual 
potential. 

In Shrek, the titular protagonist starts his 
character arc with the simple desire to be left 
alone. He doesn’t want any social interactions, 
and he doesn’t want any responsibilities. Over 
the course of the film, however, he comes to 
develop multiple relationships, and he realizes 
by the end that his character needs are, in 
fact, the opposite of his wants. His needs 
involve having close friendships and letting 
people in. 

Generally, the only time a character arc won’t 
end with the character realizing their needs is 
when the arc is a negative one, wherein the 
character is worse-off at the end than he was 
at the beginning.
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one-sentence paragraphs, then all of a 
sudden, you have an entire page of 
unadulterated PURPLE PROSE. 

Make sure you don’t slow down nor speed up unnecessarily. Use changes in pace as a tool to convey 
your story and hack the reader’s mind to bend it towards your will. If you want heart-pounding 
tension, you’re not going to get it like this: 

He meandered into the field of tulips. The yellow and orange flowers stood in stark contrast to 
the white tulips that he was used to seeing in his own garden. The grass, only six inches tall, was 
just long enough to brush his ankles, yet not so long that the morning dew dampened the 
bottom of his pant legs. 

It’s not very tense. It’s not very fast. And, for the moment, it’s not very interesting. Although the 
interest in a story is not dependent on the pace of your storytelling, if you want to increase the 
tension, then you need to write short, curt sentences. 

He bolted into the field of tulips. One of the bulbs was crushed under his foot. He didn’t stop to 
examine it. He couldn’t. 

The pacing in this second example is rapid and concise. It’s tense. It brings a feeling of unease to the 
narrative, as well as offering some foreboding foreshadowing in the form of a crushed tulip.  

Remember, the goal of pacing is to set the mood for your readers. It’s to keep their eyes constantly 
flying from word to word to word, and at times to give them a respite. We all need a bathroom break 
every once in a while, after all, and an entire novel unfolding at breakneck speed all the way to the 
climax is simply exhausting.  

In the next issue, we’re going to talk about the big picture items that you need to address when 
editing. Be sure to sign up for my free weekly newsletter to be alerted when it is released. 

Crafting Compelling Character Arcs—
Captain America 
QJ MARTIN 

Few characters embody all the ideals that we as a culture hold dear the way Steve Rogers, better 
known by his crime-fighting alias Captain America, does. Over the course of his eleven appearances 

in the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU), he has 
stood for truth, justice, and freedom, easily 
snatching the mantle of a pure and innocent do-
gooder from the DC Extended Universe’s 
Superman. 

From his first appearance, Steve Rogers 
demonstrated that he would fight for what was 
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right, even if that put him at great personal peril. He’d take a beating to defend his beliefs. He was 
even willing to go so far as to sacrifice his own life if it meant saving the lives of others. This was 
clearly demonstrated in Captain America: The First Avengers when Colonel Phillips threw a dummy 
grenade into the training area, and Steve Rogers responded by jumping on it, potentially using his 
own body to shield the other trainees from the blast. 

Throughout the rest of his appearances in the MCU, he proved time and time again that he was not 
willing to budge. In Captain America: Civil War, his resolve is aptly put to words by Sharon Carter at 
the funeral for her aunt Peggy. 

“Compromise where you can. Where you can’t, don’t. Even if everyone is telling you that something 
wrong is something right. Even if the whole world is telling you to move, it is your duty to plant 
yourself like a tree, look them in the eye, and say ‘No, you move’.” 

And that he did. 

He opposed S.H.I.E.L.D. when they attempted to establish absolute domination over the Earth’s 
inhabitants. He opposed the Sokovia Accords even though his stance made him an instantaneous 
fugitive of the law. He opposed Thanos’ henchmen even though they were monsters and gods, and he 
was just a kid from Brooklyn. 

Going into the concluding chapter of the Infinity Saga, Avengers: Endgame, it seemed all but certain 
that Captain America would be the one to make the ultimate sacrifice in order to save the universe 
from extinction. But of course, we all know that was not the case. In fact, Captain America didn’t just 
survive the climactic battle in which Tony Stark stole the infinity stones and snapped Thanos out of 
ex is tence . Rather , 
after taking the stones 
back to their original 
places in the timeline, 
he journeyed to a 
point in time shortly 
after his apparent 
death in the oceans of 
the Arctic. There, he 
lived out a life of 
peace and quiet with 
the love of his life, 
Peggy Carter. 

The reason this is 
s u c h a f a n t a s t i c 
conclusion is because 
this is not the obvious 
choice for Cap. We all know that if he was left to his own devices, he would have sacrificed himself to 
defeat Thanos. That’s who he was. That’s how he acted. As such, a sacrifice play would have been 
expected, but it would not have demonstrated a significant evolution in his character development. 
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Instead, he stepped down from his role as Captain America. He left his responsibilities behind him. 
He allowed others to take up the mantle and defend the oppressed. He finally got the quiet, peaceful 
life he needed, even if it was never the life he thought he wanted. Steve Rogers was willing to accept 
the life that he had done so much to earn. He developed as a character. He changed. He was willing to 
make the transition from character wants to character needs. Because of all that, Captain America’s 
character arc is one of the most compelling instances of a superhero arc in recent memory.
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